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NEGATIVE IMPACT
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GAMING IMPACTS ON PROPERTY VALUES 
Where new gaming and resort developments have been introduced during the past decade, there has been 
neighborhood home value appreciation at roughly the same rate as nearby neighborhoods and towns. The 
research shows that gaming and resort developments do not impact property values. 

KEY FINDINGS OF COMPARABLE MARKETS CASE STUDY:

https://sttammanycorp.org/ 

Baton Rouge (L’Auberge):  
Higher property values than  
the city average; values have  
increased more rapidly,  
2.83% per year v 2.16% city-wide

Springfield, MA (MGM Springfield): 
Greater property value appreciation 
than surrounding area.

Tiverton, RI:  
Strong property value growth in both  
the host community and surrounding 
neighborhoods. Surrounding neighborhoods 
among the highest median home values in 
the United States, continuing to climb.

Ohio (11 new casinos):  
In keeping with statewide trends, property 
values in casino and racetrack casino  
communities have appreciated more quickly  
in the years post-casino development.

New York State (3 new casinos): 
Resort casinos aided in market-wide 
real estate appreciation,  
property value growth exceeding  
surrounding neighborhoods,  
as much as 7.12% per year v. 4.03%  
(casino v. non-casino area).

• Studies citing property value declines are from
the 1990s, analyzing data from the early casino
communities of Atlantic City, Nevada, and
early riverboats.

• A National Association of Realtors report (2013)
projected a 4.6% decline in property values in
Springfield, MA from the addition of a casino;
in reality the reverse happened, and
Springfield has enjoyed property value
appreciation of 21.4%versus the surrounding
area’s growth of only 2.3%  - 14.3%.

FLAWED AND 
OUTDATED RESEARCH: 

For some, living proximate to a gaming resort could  

mean a job opportunity that cuts commuting time  

down considerably or raises income, and the ability 

to find entertainment nearby via boat or bike may be appealing.  

For others, living proximate to a casino resort can be unappealing 

due to issues ranging from traffic to lighting or the blocking of 

views – the data would suggest from a residential real estate 

standpoint that these pros and cons balance each other out. 

Community Impact Study Overview On behalf of St. Tammany Corporation, Convergence 
Strategy Group is studying the potential impacts that a casino resort could have on Slidell and the  
surrounding community. Currently underway, the study includes a thorough review and  analysis of 
academic studies and reports on the impacts of casino gaming nationwide,  as well as independent 
research on recent casino communities similar to Slidell, with a focus on the following: property 
values, employment, industries most likely to be impacted, small businesses, income levels, tax 
base, tourism, crime, marriage/divorce, and human trafficking. 




